Genealogy apps for Android phones & tablets
Introduction

Many of us use a genealogy program to record the details of our research and also to guide us where to
add more details. But that is at home and when we go to a library or record office I always need details
of what I already know about that part of the tree on paper, as I can never remember it all. I can also find
that there is something I didn't take with me and think how useful it would be to have all the info on my
PC with me.
Many people do now have an electronic device that could help them with that as many now carry a
smart phone round with them. I only have the need for a simple phone as I rarely use it, but I have now
bought a tablet computer so that I can sit with it in my hand and read my email via wi-fi or browse the
web. So that could be used for the job.
So I've been looking for software to do that. The first dependency is the software running on the
phone/tablet, and that depends on who made it. Apple have their own system, but the majority of other
suppliers run the Android operating system, and that is what my tablet runs.
As I didn't want a full genealogy program to compete with the one I already run on my PC, I only need
to look for a gedcom viewer, as all useful genealogy programs can export their data in a gedcom file. I
don't want the ability to update it on my tablet as it is much easier using the keyboard on the PC, and far
faster to use a piece of paper to write down what I discover in the library. The majority of the ones I
found provide the means to view your existing data, but not to modify it and then have to transfer it back
to the PC.
Android apps

So a search for this found http://www.androidzoom.com/android_applications/gedcom and it was then a
case of comparing what was available. One criteria being that the data is all held on the device without
the need for any phone or wi-fi signal to use it.
The first thing to notice is that there are free ones, always attractive, and ones that have a small cost. So
for the purposes of evaluation I've just looked a the ones that are free. Many do seem to have a free
version with some restrictions, and more features in the one you pay for. One of the limitations in some
free ones is the amount of people it can handle. The gedcom file I've used for testing has around 500
people in it and quite a range of data, but no pictures.
Once I started the comparison I found that there is very little documentation or instructions on how to
use the apps, and in how to give it the gedom file. In most I found that when the app was installed, it
created its own folder on the tablet and if the gedcom file e.g. phil.ged was placed in there it used it. The
other main criteria was the amount of detail in the data they extracted from the gedcom file, and the ease
of finding individuals. This comparison was done in early 2013. Features in the apps may change over
time, and they may work better with your data rather than mine.
Family Bee (Free trial) - this found my gedcom file but failed to load anything from it. So I crossed it
off the list.
FamilyGTG (Free) - seemed to just show relationships and no details at all not even birth/marriage
dates. So that was rejected.
The Family Tree of Family - couldn’t find a way to get it to sucesfully read my gedom file, but it does
seem to have the ability to enter information (all the rest just display existing data). Again I rejected it.

GedTreeFree - showed a chart with some people on it, but with no way to see the rest. A tap on a name
showed a little more detail, birth and death date. Again I rejected it.
EzGED Viewer - this looked much better as it shows individuals, families and descendency trees. It
shows the full details for an individual from the gedcom file. I did want some more options on the
descendency tree as it gives you a list of people, but that could do with some dates as I want to know
which is which of the five Richard Haightons in the selection menu.
GedStar Pro Genealogy viewer - This uses a slightly different approach. It has a completely free app
with support for thousands of people and lost of detail, but reads gedstar format files rather than gedcom.
You need to purchase a Windows program to convert from gedcom or if you have The Master
Genealogist, or Legacy Family Tree it can read their databases directly. My gedcom file was not in the
right character set, ANSEL, but as I run TMG I got it to read that database directly. It did even though it
is an ancient version of TMG (windows95!). The Windows program is free for the first 30 days so that is
good for trying it out.
This looks far superior to any of the others, especially on a tablet. I didn't realise I had associated
photographs of key individuals in my database as it shows these by default in the person view. It has all
the details, and list sources. The thing I really liked was its ability to show you places on a map.
Navigation is good as it shows descendancy and ancestry trees on the right of the screen. This is the one
I chose and I bought the license for the conversion program.
For a simpler yet still reasonably powerful view EzGED Viewer would be my second choice.
Gedstar Pro

I've now been using GedStar Pro for few months now, and it does
appear to be very well engineered, not just within the app but also
the environment to easily transfer the data from my PC when I
make the changes there. A number of the others assume you are
already an expert in copying the data across and putting it where
the app can find it. I just start GedStar on my PC which
remembers where the database is. I click the convert button and it
creates a gedstar file and uploads it into my dropbox account in
'the cloud'. Then on the tablet I start the dropbox app and click the
file which transfers it across and starts the gedstar app. If I'm not
transferring data I just start the gedstar app to have all the
information in front of me. You get all the information you have
recorded for a person, the family group(s) to which they belong
and ancestry & descendant trees with pictures if you have
recorded them. You can also include pictures of places,
documents etc. Then for all the places it can show them on online
maps but for it to get it right it is best if you have recorded the
Windows program to create gedstar file
lat/lon for all the places.
When you start the Gedstar app on your phone or tablet, you will see the details of the first person in
your tree, and subsequently it will remember the last person you were looking at. Here as an example is
my grandfather.

At the top left of the screen are icons which enable you to switch between details of the individual, the
family, and ancestral or descendant trees.
The app knows the size of the screen you have and the orientation. So if it is a tablet rather than a phone,
when you move it into a landscape orientation, it automatically shows an ancestor tree on the right.

When you click on one of the details in the the list, such as the christening above, you then get shown
more information.

Now you can see where it happened, and I've included a picture, and exact location in my Master
Genealogist database. So if you then click on the location you are given the option to see this on a map
or in Google Earth which of course has the Streetview option. If you haven;t recorded a lat/lon it makes
a reasonable guess as to where it is, but it isn't easy based on just a comma separated list of names. So
I've gone through the exercise of working out the lat/lon for all my places and in the process finding they
weren't always quite where I'd thought they were. I even enhanced the Genuki gazetteer to make it easy
to find the lat/lon.
If you click the picture if shows a bigger version, and if you click the source button it shows the citation
and source details you have recorded in your database. If you have recorded an image of your source,
these will be shown in a similar way to the picture above. All images though have been reduced in size
when they are copied over from Windows to limit the file size, and because you have a smaller screen.
But the resolution of documents, such as census images, isn't large enough to be able to read the detail.
This is the family screen and you can click on the people in here to move to them. You can also do the
same by clicking on people in the ancestor or descendant trees.

The descendant tree format is as follows, but in this example I used Joe's father to give some detail. Joe
though is below the bottom of the screen. The blank boxes show that I haven't found the names of their
wives yet, so I'll have to use lancashirebmd and find that information.

The next stage in my family tree will be adding in pictures of all the people, places they lived and
churches as that makes the information much easier for other folk to relate to. And this app on a tablet is
a very simple way to encourage your relatives to show an interest! When I update my TMG database
with new information I just create a new version of the gedstar file and transfer it to the tablet where
gedstar uses the new information.
To help further confuse those of you without an android device, as well as being able to install apps
(programs), there can also be widgets. These are rather like an icon driven by a program and this just sit
on the desktop. I've got one showing the date & time, and another the events for the next few days in my
calendar. GedStar Pro also has a widget available which tells you who was born, married or died today
in your database. So there is frequently a snippet of information pulled from your database every day.
So if you have an android phone or tablet why not give one of these a try as it cost nothing to try, and
you may be surprised by what is available.
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